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Perseid from France. John Reid. 
(The bright star top left is Saturn.)
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December 1993

Society news
On 4 June Dr Ken Mackay of Stirling AS gave a well-illustrated talk entitled "Space Art"; on 2 July Dr David Gavine spoke on the life and times of the 18th C
amateur astronomer James Stuart Mackenzie and his friends; and on 6 August Miss Suzanne Ramsay of ROE gave a talk on Infra-red Astronomy, old and new.
The Members' Night on 3 September had a variety of topics - Jim Nisbet (slides of the launch of the Shuttle from Cape Canaveral). Russell Eberst (breakdown
of Hipparcos and other satellites). Duncan Waldron (sky photos from Australia). Jamie Shepherd (the same - from Tenerife), and Dr John Reid (the Perseids
from France). The new Session opened on 1 October with a fine lecture by Professor Alex Boksenberg FRS entitled "All you need to know about the Universe".
and on 5 November Dr Alan Heavens (ROE) discussed "The Asymmetric Universe". The speaker for the January Meeting (note - this will be the 14th, not the
7th), will be Mr Robert Beauval, on recent discoveries (astronomical alignments etc) on the Great Pyramid.

Three of our members attended the annual Scottish Astronomy Weekend, held this year in the unusual venue of the Loch Ness Lodge Hotel, Drumnadrochit. It
was organised by members of the newly-formed Highland Astronomical Society, but again, nearly half of the delegates came from England. Despite reasonable
weather not much observing was possible, but the hotel itself was very comfortable, with the best of Highland cuisine and a bar with suitable entertainment. The
packed Astronomy programme was very varied, from aurora and magnetic storms to the possible extinction of the dinosaurs by a meteorite fall, and Iain
Nicholson's public lecture "Big Bang to Big Crunch".

Next year's Weekend will be a special one: not a separate event, but a BAA Out of London weekend to coincide with the centenary celebrations of the
Astronomical Society of Glasgow. We'll keep you informed nearer the time.

The Scottish Astronomers' Group (SAG) is a get-together of those interested mainly in practical astronomy and observing, whether or not they are members of
any Society. Two meetings are held, and four Newsletters issued per year, and the members are encouraged to organise observing programmes. Interests include
aurora, noctilucent clouds, meteors, variable stars, deep sky photography, radio and computing. Subscriptions are £5 per year, contact the Editor if you are
interested. At the moment Edinburgh's astronomers are conspicuous by their absence. It was not always so - the Brain Drain has taken away some of our most
active observers over the last decade.

The SAG AGM was held on October 9 (a very wet day) at the Coats Observatory in Paisley, Brian Kelly was Chairman. Talks by Dr Sandy McKenzie (his latest
deep-sky photography) and Robert Law (digitising photographs onto CDs) were followed by tea and the AGM. Delegates from the Societies gave progress
reports (Dave Gavine was ASE's sole representative) and the following officials were elected: President: Dr Ken Mackay, Vice-President: Dr Alastair Simmons,
Secretary: Mr Brian Kelly, Treasurer: Mr Roger Stapleton, Publicity & Editor: Dr Fiona Vincent.

Congratulations (double) to our former Vice-President Neil Bone, now living in Sussex and Director of the BAA Meteor Section. He and his wife Gina now
have a daughter, Miranda, and Neil has brought out his second book - Meteors, containing everything the amateur observer ought to know. (It is reviewed by
Jamie Shepherd in this issue). Best wishes also to our President, Dr John Reid, on his recent marriage to Miss Erica Maclean.
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Jamie Shepherd is giving another lecture course in Astronomy for beginners at the observatory. It is very well attended, and there have been some opportunities
to observe with the telescope.

Book review: Meteors - Observers Handbook
Jamie Shepherd

Meteors - Observers Handbook by Neil Bone. 
Published by George Philip in the U.K., 1993, 176pp, £10.99, ISBN 0 540 01269 6

Veterans of the Scottish Astronomical scene will recall many a talk given by Neil on the subject of Meteors. His boundless enthusiasm for the subject has now
been presented in the form of a definitive guide for observers. It is one of a series of observer guides being published by Sky & Telescope magazine in the U.S.,
of which the Philips book is the British version. As one from the fold, therefore, Neil is to be congratulated on achieving a worldwide readership.

The book fills a very definite gap amongst several more theoretical works in the meteor literature. The hands on style tells you how to set up a visual meteor
watch and take meteor photographs with ordinary cameras. The useful practical sections are balanced by a very up-to-date look at current scientific knowledge
of meteors - much of which is derived directly from the amateur observing programmes described.

The first chapter tells in well-written prose the way in which meteor streams come into being from the disruption of comets. Next chapter explains the
interaction of meteor particles with the upper atmosphere. There are fascinating descriptions of ablation processes, fireballs, sonic booms and meteorite falls. A
historical chapter gives a detective story of our emerging understanding of meteors. Much was only known since the 1800's.

Naked-eye visual observation, the mainstay of meteor work, is given a large chapter. It reads like a B.A.A. Meteor Section guide, as well it might. The Meteor
Section, in which Neil is a leading light, has enjoyed leadership by professional scientists for many years, over which time observing practices have been honed
to provide a high level of consistency in the way meteor phenomena are observed and reported. This will doubtless be a boon to researchers for many
generations to come. To work out things like the rise and fall in activity of annual meteor streams requires decades of consistent observing technique.

As a serious observer's sourcebook, the volume is enhanced greatly by the numerous tables and diagrams in the section about the meteor observer's year. Of
particular use are the diagrams showing nightly radiant drift for the major showers. Touches like this will save observers vital minutes of pre-watch
preparations.

Photography is also covered in detail, from normal 35 mm cameras on tripods to multiple camera batteries and fisheye lens fireball patrol systems. It is here that
you will find most of the (B & W) photographs in a book mainly illustrated with diagrams and tables.

Rounding up with a short section on Telescopic and Radio Observing, this book will doubtless become a dew-sodden addition to many a meteor watch (the soft
cover is reasonably waterproof). The book ends with a section on Comets, Zodiacal Light, Aurora and Noctilucent Cloud, as well as Artificial Satellites.
Inclusion of these extra topics has become a hallmark of Neil's books. A certain reviewer of Neil's Aurora work questioned the relevance of attached
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information on meteors and NLC. Well, its fine by me, Neil. If you go out on meteor watch you're going to see all that other stuff at the same time, so you might
as well know how to observe it.

Overall, a must for any serious meteor observer, even at a rather pricey £10.99 for a medium length paperback with no colour pictures inside. The accessible
style will provide a good read for many an astronomy buff, indeed it is the kind of book so packed with information that more can be gained by repeated
browsing. A long overdue definitive work.

Deep sky from darkest Wales
A ramble through the skies of Montgomeryshire

George Grant

"Madog's Wells is a small hill farm in a quiet secluded valley, surrounded by plenty of wildlife, and is ideal for walking or touring Mid-Wales." So begins the
introduction to Michael and Ann Reed's Bed and Breakfast brochure which you may have seen pinned to the A.S.E. library notice board. You may also have
noticed the impressive photo of the 16" Dobsonian telescope on the back page; this instrument is freely available for use by guests at the farm (weather
permitting). I was already committed to a fortnight's holiday in Wales earlier this year, and so I booked one night's stay and prayed for a clear sky!

We arrived at Madog's Wells in the afternoon of Wednesday 12th May, and the weather was not too good, there had been thunderstorms in North Wales earlier
in the week but Mid-Wales was still steeped in a thick haze which all but obscured the sun. After a pleasant evening meal we climbed the hill behind the farm
(see the photo on the front of the brochure for the view!) to watch the red disk of the sun sink into the atmospheric gunk; things didn't look too good at this
stage, and I was getting depressed (Murphy's Law and all that!).

I'm glad to report that things got better, and by the time darkness arrived at about 9:30 p.m., stars were visible. Michael appeared, rolled off the roof of the
observatory and began to set up the telescope. Since the telescope is not driven and is a Dobsonian (i.e. the mount is alt-azimuth and not equatorial) critical
alignment with the pole star is not necessary. The telescope is however fitted with "NGC Max" a nifty computer database containing the co-ordinates of a large
number of astronomical objects. This system electronically senses the telescope's position, guiding the observer to any desired object. In order to initialise the
system, the observer must centre a known star in the telescope's field of view and inform the computer of the stars' identity; this must be done for three different
stars. Vega, Arcturus and Castor were conveniently placed at the start of our observing session. Having done this, an object in the database is selected using the
LED display on the front panel, for example M57, the Ring Nebula in Lyra. For some well-known objects, a string of red LED text is displayed giving a brief
description of what you are about to see. It is helpful, but not necessary, if you know roughly in which direction the object lies; the telescope is then moved up
and down and from side to side until the vertical and horizontal co-ordinates both read zero. The Ring Nebula (or other object) should now be visible in the low
power eyepiece. Using this technology on the 16" we had a very fruitful two hours viewing some elusive Messier objects; I have reproduced Michael's
observing log below.

Date: Wednesday 12th May 1993 
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Observing log 22:15 to 00:30 
Mild night, no wind or clouds, but slight haze, no Moon, milky way not visible. 
16" Dark Star Dobsonian + NGC Max 
 
M57 Ring nebula in Lyra, smudgy 
M13 Great globular cluster in Hercules, well seen & resolved 
M3 Globular in Canes Venatici, bright, more condensed than M13 
M27 Dumb-bell nebula in Vulpecula 
M97 Owl nebula 
M51 Whirlpool galaxy in 2 parts, spiral arms not detected 
M81 Elliptical galaxy 
M82 Spiral galaxy, in same field (just!) with M81, 32 mm Erfle 
M64 "Black eye" galaxy in Coma Berenices, indistinct 
Jupiter, very good (7 bands & hints of some structure) 
  + all four Galilean moons on right hand side. 

Sitting typing this now in November I have to admit that only one object is still fresh in my memory, M13 in Hercules. This was magnificent, with many bright
blue stars being resolved "in the foreground" so that the whole cluster really did take on a three dimensional appearance; and this under far from perfect
conditions!

Other non-astronomical attractions at the farm are the four historical healing wells; a Sulphur Well, Rheumatic Well, Saline Well and Eye Well with only the
first two of these working just now. The first of these smells (and probably tastes) like rotten eggs but is said to "cleanse the system" and the rheumatic well
consists of a freezing cold bath in which you immerse the affected joints. The best advice is to make sure your system is well-cleansed before you arrive.
Finally, if anyone would like an up-to-date brochure I have a couple hot off the press!

About the ASE Journal
The Editor would like to thank, once again, the Director of the Royal Observatory for generous access to the facilities of Blackford Hill, and Duncan Waldron
for assistance in the production of the Journal.

Editor: Dr David Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh, EH15 2JJ. 031 657 2338.

Your Editor apologises for the late appearance of this special "Meteor" edition. Some years ago it was planned to have two Journal issues a year at set times, but
it is becoming apparent that this may no longer be possible. It seems that issues may only appear when there is sufficient material to make up a Journal, and
justify publication. One trend that your Editor finds especially worrying is that ASE Members are most reluctant to contribute to their own Journal: a glance at
previous issues reveals that most of the major articles are written by former Members and people in other Astronomical Societies! And your Editor doesn't want
to write the whole lot himself!
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Aurorae and the sunspot cycle
Neil Bone

Following an exciting period starting in 1989, during which several major displays visible right down to the South Coast occurred, auroral activity declined
markedly in 1992. The falloff parallelled the drop in sunspot activity, and it may now be several years before those of us exiled to the far southern UK again see
the Northern Lights. During the declining phase of the sunspot cycle, the main source of disturbances in the solar wind streaming out from the Sun is activity
from coronal holes. These persistent particle streams began to produce noticeable series of recurrent, rather quiescent, aurorae for observers at higher latitudes
such as those of northern Scotland during the autumn of 1992. Such displays are nowhere nearly as extensive as the major events which follow solar flares
above active sunspot groups.

The excellent work of Ron Livesey, Dave Gavine and others, in the BAA Aurora Section has ensured that sightings are now collected from throughout the
British Isles, and elsewhere in the northern hemisphere. Annual reports, such as that for 1991, make interesting reading [1]. Extensive sets of data are available
back to at least 1978, allowing comparison between sunspot and low-latitude auroral activity.

Most low-latitude aurorae - and, in particular, the explosive spectacular events of which the Great Storm in March 1989 was an example - result from the arrival
in near-Earth space of material ejected during solar flares. Flares are commonest when sunspot numbers are high, and large active areas present on the Sun's
disk.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/30/fig02f.jpg
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Figure 1 above presents 6-monthly averages for Active Areas on the Sun, along with the corresponding 6-monthly values for the average monthly total of
auroral events visible south of the Orkneys (a reasonable indication of disturbed geomagnetic conditions), and covers solar cycles 21 and 22. Sunspot numbers
in cycle 21 peaked in 1979-80, falling to a minimum in 1986. Cycle 22 rose very sharply during 1988 to a prolonged - almost 3 year! - maximum, and is now, in
1993, well into its decline.

Auroral activity in the same interval showed peaks in 1978-79 and 1989, ahead of the sunspots, with secondary maxima in each cycle coming a year or two
after sunspot maximum, in 1982 and 1991-92. For reasons as yet poorly understood, sunspot maximum itself is not a particularly good time to see aurorae at
lower latitudes. One possible explanation is a "slackening" of the Sun's magnetic field during this time, as its polarity reverses.

Much professional interest in the aurora lies in tracing past activity of the Sun, with the aim of clarifying interludes such as the Maunder Minimum of the mid
17th century and early 18th century - a period during which both sunspots and aurorae were scarce [2]. Work by Legrand and Simon at Meudon Observatory in
Paris, using BAA results as a basis, suggests that the historical occurrence of major auroral storms can be used to infer the times of pre-telescopic sunspot
maxima [3]. Figure 2 below presents monthly sunspot activity averages for the last 15 years. The high peak of 1979-80, and extended maximum from 1989-91
are both apparent, along with the decline to, and minimum of, 1986. Plotted above the sunspot frequency curve are major geomagnetic storms, during which
active aurorae penetrated to lower latitudes - the South Coast, and beyond. Almost every major storm is associated with sunspot maximum, lending some
credence to this method of assessing past solar activity.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/30/fig03f.jpg
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There are, of course, exceptions to every rule, and the isolated major storm of 1986 February 8-9, almost at sunspot minimum is a case in point. This auroral
disturbance, noteworthy in being visible down to Hawaii (20°N) and across southern England - but not in a cloud-bound Scotland! - was actually the most
intense of sunspot cycle 21.

For the moment, even Scottish observers are having to be content with displays comprising quiet arcs or glows hugging the northern horizon. It is from this
appearance - the commonest form at low latitudes such as those of southern England - that the aurora takes its descriptive title.

While researching the historical chapter for my book on the aurora a couple of years ago, I was intrigued to come across some discussion as to who first gave
the Aurora Borealis its name. Most sources credit this to Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655), who saw an excellent display on 1621 September 12. Others credit it to
Galileo, who saw the same display from Venice, or to both Gassendi and Galileo. Of interest, however, was a reference to Gregory of Tours [4], who predated
Gassendi by over a millennium!

Gregory of Tours (538-594) was involved in religious and political life, and is best known for his History of the Franks. In this are found descriptions of various
portents including, for example, "the meteor which country folk call suns" - parhelia or Sun dogs. A number of entries describe the aurora, too, including one
example which may well have been the origin of the nomenclature:

"At this time there appeared at midnight in the northern sky a multitude of rays which shone with extreme brilliance. They came together and then
separated again, vanishing in all directions. The sky towards the north was so bright that you might have thought that day was about to dawn".

Perhaps more in line with the events which historians might present as indicators of sunspot maxima is one display showing coronal activity, and which must
have been a stunning sight:

"While I was staying at Carnigan, I twice during the night saw portents in the sky. These were rays of light towards the north, shining so brightly
that I had never seen anything like them before: the clouds were blood-red on both sides, to the east and to the west. On a third night these rays
appeared again, at about seven or eight o'clock. As I gazed in wonder at them, others like them began to shine from all four quarters of the earth, so
that as I watched they filled the entire sky. A cloud gleamed bright in the middle of the heavens, and these rays were all focussed on it, as it were a
pavilion the coloured stripes of which were broad at the bottom but became narrower as they rose, meeting in a hood at the top. In between the rays
of light there were other clouds flashing vividly as if they were being struck by lightning. This extraordinary phenomenon filled me with
foreboding, for it was clear that some disaster was about to be sent from heaven" (AD 586)

Such records may, indeed, allow past solar activity to be traced, though - as mentioned earlier - some caution has to be exercised, since spectacular events can
also occur in years away from sunspot maximum. The occurrence of events such as that of February 1986 lends us some hope that, although the aurora has been
quiet for much of 1993, we may still enjoy some occasional low-latitude activity in the years ahead. In the meantime, however, we have to be content with our
memories and the wealth of staggering photographs from the events of March 1989, March 1991 and November 1991.

References
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(This article was originally prepared, in slightly different form, for the South Downs AS magazine Supernova.)

Observations
The summer brought a little more Noctilucent Cloud than last year, no doubt this is partly the result of lower solar activity. Dave Gavine observed NLC on
June 27/28, July 4/5 and 6/7, but was clouded out for the big display on June 28/29 which was seen all over England and of which several photographs appeared
in Astronomy Now.

Weak aurorae were seen at Joppa on August 16/17, Sept. 20/21 and Sept. 23/24, the last also seen by Duncan Waldron at Stow, and November 4/5. John Reid
followed the progress of Comet Shoemaker-Levy. Dave Gavine continues to monitor certain variable stars and has been following the recent fits-and-starts fade
of the carbon star R Coronae, which now seems to be brightening from a low of about mag. 8.2. This star needs watching, although it is now a bad time of year
as Coronae is getting low in the west, but it can be picked up again in the early morning by the really dedicated.

1993 Perseids: Shower or drizzle?
John H Reid

For many the much awaited, media-hyped 1993 Perseid maximum was a damp squib mainly because weather across much of the British Isles was its usual wet
blanket.

I was fortunate enough this year to take the precaution of getting married in late July and arranging my honeymoon as far away from Edinburgh as finances
would allow! We decided to take the car to the South of France to a small isolated cottage. Taking the car allowed a heavy pay load of tripods, cameras etc,
leaving minimal room for sun-tan lotion and bathing costumes.

Weather prior to the night of maximum was a little mixed hut on the 10th/11th became very settled and clear. A two hour observing session from 2200 to 0000
hours UT yielded about 40 bright meteors, so things looked good for the next evening.

As sun set on the evening of 11th we rigged up 3 cameras, two with Fuji 400 print film and one with T.Max 3200 black and white film. Two cameras had 50 mm
lenses and one had a 28 mm wide angle lens.
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We began observing from deck chairs at 2200 hours UT and very quickly it became obvious that we were going to witness a fine display. Rates by midnight
were around 100 meteors per hour. There were many bright meteors, with a predominant orange/yellow tinge. Some of these left trains which were obvious up
to 30 seconds. Unfortunately, just as things really started hotting up, someone started shooting in a nearby orchard, sending bullets clattering through the trees
very close to our cottage (presumably doing a spot of wild fowl hunting). We decided much to my disgust that it would be significantly safer in doors, so we
took up position at a west facing window on the upper floor. This significantly restricted our field of view and completely scuttered my count hut at least
afforded some degree of protection. By 0330 hours, meteors were coming fast and furious and at one memorable point we saw two fire balls fall in quick
succession almost to the same point on the western horizon. Doing a very rough calculation using our field of view etc, I estimated the rate to be at least 300 per
hour and possibly nearer 400. Almost as a finale, just before dawn, a glorious fire ball streaked groundward casting enough light to illuminate the inside of the
room!

The following day, as my mind mulled over how grossly bad mannered the French were to have spoiled my observations, I noticed that the premiere French TV
station was offering a 4 hour live presentation from an observatory high in the Pyrenees entitled "La Nuit Des Etoiles Filantes" - The Night of the Falling Stars.
How civilised compared to the British I thought!

Bright Perseid in Cygnus (France). John Reid.

"Did they or didn't they?" The Perseids in 1993
Colin Steele

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/30/fig04f.jpg
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The Perseid shower in 1993 was attended, at least in advance, by certain amounts of publicity, both in astronomical and public circles. At every news bulletin on
11th August announcements were made about how there would be a meteor storm that night. Regrettably, the night of 11/12 August turned out to be cloudy in
many parts of the British Isles and whatever happened was largely missed. Before exploring the events of the night, perhaps some background is necessary. The
Perseid shower is one of the most reliable of the year and every summer (late July to mid-August) it produces a steady stream of meteors. At the maximum
(normally on August 12, the date moves slightly due to leap-years etc.) zenithal hourly rates of about 75-100 are recorded. Normally rates of above half this
figure are recorded over a 4-5 day period: they are not a one-night show.

The Perseids are associated with Comet Swift-Tuttle, which returned to the vicinity of the Sun in 1862. The apparition was such that it proved difficult to get a
really good orbit for the comet, but it was estimated that the next return would take place around 1980. When Perseid rates were around twice their normal value
in 1980, the speculation was that the comet would be recovered within a matter of months. However, this was not to be. In 1981, due to moonlight, it was not
easy to gauge Perseid rates, but in 1982 the rates appeared to have returned to normal. The consensus was that the comet had passed unobserved and that rates
would remain roughly constant for at least a century. There the situation stayed for most of the 1980s.

Towards the end of the 1980s there were isolated reports of enhanced activity of the Perseids, and opinion was divided as to the significance of this. One school
of thought entertained the 'double peak' scenario with a secondary peak occurring about 12 hours before the primary peak. It was thought that the secondary
peak was particularly strong in 1991. Unfortunately 1992 was a moonlit event and little further information was gleaned. Others were less convinced by the
observations of enhanced activity, pointing out that most observations were carried out in dubious conditions or for short periods and that the figures were based
on extrapolations.

A parallel development was the re-examination of the orbit of Comet Swift-Tuttle by Marsden and others. This team investigated the possibility that Swift-
Tuttle was, in fact, the same comet that had been seen in 1737, and that its period was around 130 years rather than 120. A return of the comet in the winter of
1992/93 seemed a distinct possibility. This is indeed what happened. Comet Swift-Tuttle visited the inner Solar System in 1992/93 and a new, improved orbit
was calculated. One of the intermediate orbits (from which the final orbit was calculated), indicated a (very remote) chance that it might collide with the Earth in
the year 2126. Mass panic reigned once the media publicised this news. However, subsequent orbits reduced the chances of disaster.

As the summer of 1993 approached, the questions were: What will the Perseids be like this year? Do the return of the comet and the arrival of the secondary
peak indicate an even better display this year? Does the comet carry around with it a denser cloud of recently-ejected debris? Should this be at its strongest just
after the return of the comet? To some extent the best way to answer these questions was simply to 'wait and see'. The various meteor organisations decided to
make a special effort to observe them. The situation could perhaps be summed up as follows: there was a good chance of enhanced activity for an hour or so
during a six-hour period corresponding roughly to darkness in NW Europe. How good a chance, and how enhanced the activity, simply weren't known.

The Moon was full on August 2 and would thus present a waning phase rising around midnight during maximum. Another effect of the Moon's phases was to
split the observing window into two parts - one in late July when the Moon was waxing and another about after August 8 when the Moon had waned sufficiently
not to be a serious problem. The late July observations showed that Perseids were indeed present that early (ZHR of 20 ± 8 on July 29/30), no anomalous results
were recorded at this time. After the Moon had receded, the observers were out again. August 9/10 was a clear night from many locations in the Northern
Network, and observers made good scores, though nothing remarkable at this stage, ZHR 31 ± 4. The following two nights were cloudy with only a few breaks
allowing brief watches. The central campaign was planned for August 11/12.

It dawned with the BBC (and perhaps other organisations) announcing that there would be a meteor storm that night. Of course, meteor workers were glad of the
publicity but the reports were misleading in that enhanced rates were expected - all night. Then came the really bad news - weather prospects were bad and it
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looked as if most of UK would lie under cloud.

It is to the credit of the observers in the Northern Network that observations were received for the night of 11/12. Some observers were lucky enough to find
themselves in clear patches while others had to remain mobile and try to find the clear patches. Special mention here should go to Robert McNaught who flew to
southern France at short notice to try to find better weather. So, from the Northern Network observations were received but often from people in poor sky
conditions and unfamiliar localities. There can be no doubt that rates were considerably higher than normal for Aug 11/12, one estimated ZHR was 146 ± 10 (as
opposed to a normal 80), and what is perhaps most significant was an increase in the proportion of brighter events, perhaps a 'selection' effect resulting from
poor observing conditions, perhaps real. This increase in observed rates took place in the late part of the night, around 0200 UT.

Looking on a wider scale, it is possible to put together a more complete picture. Different observers scattered over the globe were able to take advantage of the
differing time of night. On Aug 11/12 the Japanese, among the first to experience darkness, suggested normal activity. Groups in Europe found that the same
situation existed until about 0100 and by 0300 approx. rates were much higher, perhaps 2 or 3 times expected rates. Around 0300 dawn occurred in many parts
of Europe and observations stopped. However, in North America observations were just beginning and people (along with those in Atlantic longitudes) recorded
rates of between 2 and 5 times normal. It seems that the highest recorded ZHR was obtained in Kentucky. By the time the radiant reached reasonable heights in
the western states, rates had declined measurably (i.e. to normal maximum levels). Observers around the world confirmed the observations of the Northern
Network, in reporting a higher than normal proportion of bright meteors.

August 12/13 was blessed with good skies and observers in various parts of the country were active for part or all of the night. ZHRs seemed normal, about
63 ± 3, consistent with observations made elsewhere. We were clouded out for the next few nights, but Aug 16/17 was clear and some observers went out; rates
were down to 16 ± 3.

So, to sum up, the 1993 Perseids produced a short burst, perhaps one hour, around 0300 UT on Aug 11/12, with activity about 2 to 3 times normal. During this
burst the proportion of bright meteors was also higher than normal. Otherwise, the return seems to have been a normal one and the anticipated "storm" did not
occur.

NORTHERN NETWORK OBSERVERS: F. Brown, C. Davis, G. Frew, M. Hargreaves, V. Roberts, C. Traynor & M. Willis (Stirling), S. Connor (Darlington),
D. Gavine (Edinburgh / Haddington / Wigtonshire), J. Shepherd (Haddington / Wigtonshire), N. Jenkinson & Harperdean A.S. (Haddington), C. Steele
(St Andrews / Muthill), A. McBeath (Morpeth), C. & P. Jenkins & B. Kelly (Dundee), F. Vincent (St Andrews), W. Pullar (Glenrothes).

Certain points are raised by this display: 1) there is a great deal not known about meteor showers - they are unpredictable. There is a tendency for the reader of
certain articles on meteors, especially in general astronomy texts, to think that activity does not vary, but that is far from the truth. 2) There are suggestions that
1994 may produce a storm. We can only find out by observing. 3) What role should the media play in astronomical events such as this one? It is true that the
subject gained some publicity, but it is possible that the facts were slightly distorted. Or were the astronomers at fault here?

In any case, the 1993 Perseids were very interesting.

OTHER RESULTS: Orionids: not many observations were received. Dave Gavine saw a few. He also observed the Taurids and Leonids, with fairly low rates.

Editor's note
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Dr Colin Steele has been appointed to a lectureship in Mathematics at the University of Manchester Institute of Science and Technology, so he has had to leave
Scotland (we hope - temporarily) and our best wishes go with him. Neil Bone has asked him to be the Co-ordinator for the Midlands Network of the Meteor
Section. Brian Kelly has been appointed in Colin's place to run the Northern Network, and he will be pleased to receive your observations and queries. His
address is 
c/o The Mills Observatory, Balgay Park, Glamis Road, Dundee, DD2 2UB. 
Colin would like to thank all those who contributed to the Northern Network's programmes during his incumbency, and I would like to thank him, on behalf of
the Society, for his regular Journal reports.


